
Instructions



Dear Customer,

Thanks you for purchased podofo wireless backup camera.
Install the items is a very interesting thing, please follow
the diagram and instructions.

1.Please check the parts in the package:
1 x 7-inch Car Monitor
2 x Car back up Camera
3 x Antennas
2 x Power Cable
1 x Remote Controller
1 x Mount Bracket
1 x User Manual

2. Install the antenna onto the monitor and cameras by
twisting it on.

3. Connect the monitor with the extensional cable tightly.
Monitor connector has 8 small pins, please alignment

interface to install it.

4. Connect the wires of the extensional cable to the 12V-
24V power source of the vehicle (Power source can be
found in the fuse box). Connect the Red wire to the
positive + and the black wire to Ground. Leave the
green/blue cable alone, don't connct anything while
wireless connection. (Connect the green/blue wire to the
positive power reverse light or switched power source
while wired connection).

5. Mount the camera to the license plate with two
screws

6. Connect the cameras (Red port) to the power
cable. Wiring the red wire to the positive power of
reverse light and the black wire to the ground.

Troubleshooting Guide:
1. Please press the 1st button on monitor or press Video
Select on Remote to AV2 which works for wireless camera.
AV1 for a wired camera.
2. There are 2 channels for the cameras: 2370 and 2510.
Please switch each by pressing the 2nd button on Monitor
or pressing Model Select on Remote.
3. For maximum signal point the antennas towards each
other.
4. Keep monitor and camera at least the distance of 2
meters (about 78.7"), or camera and monitor will interfere
with each other.
5. The blue wire is a trigger wire, used to be automatically
switched the screen into reverse mode when pull reverse,
IR Camera will turn red when light is low.

Any question, please email us to
Podofo@126.com.

Thanks
podofo


